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Machine learning operations (MLOps) tools and practices help us continuously develop and de-
ploy machine learning models as part of larger software systems. Explainable machine learning
can support MLOps, and vice versa. The results of machine learning models are dependent
on the data and features the models use, so understanding the features is important when we
want to explain the decisions of the model.

In this thesis, we aim to understand how feature stores can be used to help understand the
features used by machine learning models. We compared two existing open source feature
stores, Feast and Hopsworks, from an explainability point of view to explore how they can be
used for explainable machine learning.

We were able to use both Feast and Hopsworks to aid us in understanding the features we
extracted from two different datasets. The feature stores have significant differences, Hopsworks
being a part of a larger MLOps platform, and having more extensive functionalities.

Feature stores provide useful tools for discovering and understanding the features for machine
learning models. Hopsworks can help us understand the whole lineage of the data – where
it comes from and how it has been transformed – while Feast focuses on serving the features
consistently to models and needs complementing services to be as useful from an explainability
point of view.
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1 Introduction

Machine learning systems are systems that include machine learning models as a part
of larger software systems. Those software systems often rely on DevOps practices for
continuous delivery. As with developing traditional software and using DevOps (ISO,
2022) to continuously deliver the software, machine learning operations (MLOps) has
been developed to answer the specific needs of machine learning systems in addition to
the practices used in DevOps (John et al., 2021). Machine learning systems accumulate
technical debt much like traditional software systems, but with additional machine learning
specific problems that exist at the system level rather than code. For example, when the
data inputted into a machine learning model has underutilised dependencies – input signals
that are of little or no importance to the model. They can make the model more vulnerable
to change and could be removed with no damage to the model performance (Sculley et al.,
2015). This system-level technical debt can be hard to detect and lead to machine learning
systems being expensive and difficult to maintain (Sculley et al., 2015). MLOps tools and
practices can help detect and pay off this machine learning specific technical debt.

Organisations can be divided into three categories based on their machine learning matu-
rity: data-centric, model-centric, and pipeline-centric (Mäkinen et al., 2021). Data-centric
organisations are focused on how to manage and utilise data, and model-centric organisa-
tions on building and deploying their first model. Pipeline-centric organisations already
have business-critical models in production, and they are focused on scaling and continu-
ous development and maintaining the quality of the existing models. With organisations
having increasing data and machine learning model maturity, continuously improving and
redeploying models becomes relevant. MLOps is the automation of the steps needed to
develop and deploy machine learning models, and with the continuous delivery of machine
learning systems, it becomes more and more important.

Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) is a field that has been growing recently due
to the transparency and trust concerns about artificial intelligence (Adadi and Berrada,
2018). It is an interdisciplinary field striving to create methods to explain the decisions
of systems using artificial intelligence, and the data driving those decisions. Many of the
recent advances in artificial intelligence are in the field of machine learning, and machine
learning systems have become increasingly common in our society, but especially deep
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learning algorithms can be opaque in their functioning. For example, the recent language
model GPT-3, which uses deep learning, uses 175 billion learning parameters (Floridi and
Chiriatti, 2020) – far more than a human can reasonably keep track of. Explainability
increases trust in machine learning systems by making them easier to control and improve,
and making the decisions the system makes justifiable. XAI also aims not to lose the
accuracy of the sophisticated machine learning systems while enabling trust and control
of them.

While explainability and increasing trust in a machine learning system can be a goal in
itself, it can also be a tool that helps us with continuous improvement and deployment of
models. Explainability can give us insight into how to maintain and improve our models.
Monitoring the data and decisions the model makes helps us discover bugs and broken
integrations.

A central concept in machine learning systems is features, which are the input data for a
machine learning model. Raw data is rarely inputted directly into the model, but features
for the model are extracted from the data by transforming it, for example by scaling the
values or combining different variables. The data used by machine learning models – both
for training and inference – is an important aspect of explainable machine learning. The
explanations of the machine learning systems’ reasoning depend on the features the system
relies on.

Feature stores can help us trace the features back to original data even after transforma-
tions – making the explanations easier to understand – and give us more insight into the
features and data the model uses. A feature store is a system for transforming, storing
and serving feature data for machine learning models. Feature stores were developed to
manage and standardise the workflow in an end-to-end machine learning pipeline (Orr
et al., 2021). A machine learning pipeline consists of ingesting the training data, training
and deploying the models, and maintaining and monitoring them. Feature stores also
store metadata of the features. Metadata can be any additional data about the data that
is not included in the dataset, such as the creator of the dataset, descriptions of features,
or the units that are used for different values.

In this thesis project, we studied how existing feature stores can help with explainable
machine learning – how feature stores can be used to explain the features used by machine
learning models and the data behind them. We chose two open source feature stores, Feast
and Hopsworks, and compared using them in practice to explain different aspects of the
features. We formulated the following research question:
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How can feature stores help explain the features used for machine learning
models?

We found that feature stores can be used to help understand feature data in many ways.
Definitions and other metadata for features can be used to relay information to multiple
teams working on the same data. Features can be traced back to the raw data they were
extracted from and their use in different machine learning models can be tracked. Feature
stores can be used to validate and monitor the feature data.

Concerning the tools, Feast is a more minimal tool for creating a separate data layer for
the features, while Hopsworks provides more functionalities for understanding the features
and data behind them. Hopsworks feature store can be used to serve different versions
of the features, and run transformation functions on the features while automatically
keeping track of the transformations. Hopsworks automatically computes statistics on the
features, and an external library for validating features can be integrated into both Feast
and Hopsworks.

This thesis is organised as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the concepts of explainability and
feature stores in general. Chapter 3 goes into the methods used in this thesis. Chapter 4
introduces the tools used in the comparison, Feast and Hopsworks. The results of testing
and comparing the feature stores are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 discusses the
results, and the conclusions are summarised in Chapter 7.



2 Background

2.1 Explainable AI (XAI)

Many recent advances in artificial intelligence are due to machine learning and especially
deep learning models. These models are often very opaque and might make even important
decisions in our lives, therefore the field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has
gained popularity (Adadi and Berrada, 2018).

There is no clear, all-encompassing definition for explainable AI. XAI refers to a range
of techniques with the goal of making artificial intelligence more transparent. There are
numerous terms related to and even used synonymously with explainability – such as
interpretability, understandability and comprehensibility (Adadi and Berrada, 2018). XAI
is used in various different domains, like transportation, military, healthcare, law, and
finance – anywhere where AI makes decisions or predictions of profound human impact
and it is important to know the grounds for them.

Adadi and Berrada (Adadi and Berrada, 2018) identify two organisations as the most
prominent in XAI research: Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learn-
ing (FAT), and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). FAT has de-
veloped the "Principles for Accountable Algorithms" that define explainability as ensuring
that "algorithmic decisions as well as any data driving those decisions can be explained
to end-users and other stakeholders in non-technical terms" (Diakopoulos et al., 2016).
DARPA’s XAI program was launched in May 2017, and was organised into three research
areas: developing new XAI machine learning and explanation techniques, understanding
the psychology of explanation, and evaluating the new XAI techniques (Gunning et al.,
2021). They define explainable AI as "AI systems that can explain their rationale to a
human user, characterize their strengths and weaknesses, and convey an understanding
of how they will behave in the future." (Gunning and Aha, 2019) In their XAI program
DARPA also found that even though there was a tension between learning performance
and explainability, explainability can also improve performance, as producing explanations
encouraged systems to learn more effective representations of the world (Gunning et al.,
2021).
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Based on the survey papers by Adadi and Berrada (Adadi and Berrada, 2018), and
Guidotti et al. (Guidotti et al., 2018) there are multiple motivations for explainable in AI
systems, and multiple ways to categorise and characterise different explainability methods.

The need for explainable AI can be divided into four reasons: justification, control, im-
provement, and discovery (Adadi and Berrada, 2018). When explaining to justify the goal
is to explain the reasoning or justification behind a certain decision an AI system has made,
rather than the decision-making process of the system in general. Other than for justifying
the decisions of AI models, explainability can also be used for finding vulnerabilities and
debugging (explaining for control). Explainability can also make continuously improving
models easier. Understanding how a model comes to a specific conclusion might also give
us new insight into the problem we are solving, or the data we are using. Explaining
models to justify their decisions, enabling control over them and continuously improving
them increases the trust in the systems using these models.

Adadi and Berrada classify different methods used to explain machine learning models by
three criteria: complexity, scope, and dependency on the model. These are described in the
following paragraphs.

The classic approach to explainability is making the machine learning models themselves
explainable on their own, that is, making them less complex. These kinds of models
include for example linear models, decision trees, and rules-based systems. A common
challenge in this approach is the tradeoff between model accuracy and interpretability.
For example, the listed models are only explainable when they are reasonably sized for
a human to understand (Guidotti et al., 2018). Another approach is to make a complex
black-box machine learning model and create a method for coming up with the explanation
afterwards. There are also methods that modify the internal structure of a complex
machine learning method to make it more interpretable (Adadi and Berrada, 2018).

The scope of the explanation can either be local or global. Local methods explain the
reasons for specific decisions or predictions made by the machine learning model, and
global methods aim to explain the underlying logic of the entire model, explaining the
reasoning behind every possible outcome.

Model specific methods are dependent on the machine learning model and are only used
to explain the model they were developed for. Model agnostic methods on the other hand
can explain the reasoning of different kinds of machine learning models. An example of
a model agnostic, local explanation method for a black-box machine learning model is
LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016). It learns an approximate interpretable model locally around
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a prediction and discovers which features were important for that prediction.

Guidotti et al. identify three dimensions of interpretability: scope, time limitation, and
the nature of user experience (Guidotti et al., 2018). The scope can be global or local, as
explained above. Time limitation means how much time the user has to understand the
explanation – do they need a simple explanation that is easy to grasp or a more detailed
explanation that requires more time to understand. The nature of user experience is
also important when considering what kind of explanation a user needs. A data scientist
debugging their model needs a different kind of transparency to the model’s reasoning
than for example a domain expert using the model to make decisions.

Data is crucial for the predictions of machine learning models, as datasets fundamentally
influence the models’ behaviour. Even when a model works as intended, using bad data
to train a model can recreate and even amplify the problems in the data. An example of
biased data amplifying societal problems is predictive policing – using statistical predic-
tions to prevent and solve crime (Perry et al., 2013). Police records used to train machine
learning models for predictive policing are biased, since areas where there is more police
presence are over-represented in the data, and the predictive models end up increasing the
number of police officers in already over-policed areas (Lum and Isaac, 2016).

Explainability for data used in machine learning is important so that we can find and
recognise these biases. Many of the methods for data explainability centre around the
documentation of datasets. Datasheets for datasets contain questions for the creator of
the dataset grouped into motivation, composition, collection process, data processing,
uses, distribution, and maintenance (Gebru et al., 2021). The workflow for creating the
datasheet is intended to be manual and to encourage the creator of the dataset to reflect
on the data while creating, distributing and maintaining the dataset. Data statements are
a documentation practice developed for data used in natural language processing (Bender
and Friedman, 2018). Data cards were developed to complement long-form and domain-
specific documentation practices like datasheets and data statements (Pushkarna et al.,
2022).

In summary, XAI is a set of techniques and practices that aim to make AI systems more
transparent. Modern machine learning systems can have billions of learning parameters
and be very non-transparent. Explainability makes machine learning systems easier to
control and improve, and decisions based on their predictions justifiable. Different explain-
ability methods can be based on making the models less complex or creating a method
for making explanations for black-box models. They can be functional with only a certain
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type of model, or be model agnostic and able to explain any model’s predictions. When
making explanations, there are different dimensions to consider – the scope of the expla-
nation, the time that the user has for interpreting the explanation, and the nature of the
user’s experience. Data is a crucial part of machine learning systems, and explaining the
data used for the machine learning models is vital for both understanding the functioning
of the model and recognising problems in the data itself.

2.2 Feature store

Feature stores are tools used for transforming, storing, serving, and monitoring features
for machine learning models (Orr et al., 2021). They run transformations on raw data
ingested from batch or streaming sources to create features to serve models. The features
are stored in the feature store, which serves as a central repository of features that can be
reused across teams. Features can be published in the feature store with a description and
other metadata that helps find and use them in different teams across an organisation.
Feature stores also consistently serve features for model training and inference, and support
monitoring the data for, e.g., data skew.

The functions of a feature store are depicted in Figure 2.1. Data is ingested from either
a streaming or batch source, and transformed, stored and monitored in the feature store.
Data scientists can define features, and search and discover existing features from the
feature store. They can fetch training datasets from the feature store to train their models
with. For deployed models making real-time predictions, the feature store works as a
feature server from which the feature vectors used for predictions can be fetched.

The first industrial feature store was developed at Uber in 2017 (Hermann and Del Balso,
2017) as a part of Uber’s machine learning platform Michelangelo. Since then there has
been a number of different feature stores developed.

The industrial machine learning pipeline has three steps (Orr et al., 2021):

1. Cleaning, checking, and extracting features from training data acquired from possibly
multiple sources.

2. Training and deploying models using the features extracted from data

3. Monitoring and maintaining the deployed models

Each of the steps has challenges that feature stores can help with.
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Figure 2.1: A feature store can be used to transform, store, serve, and monitor feature data. It enables
the search and discovery of features across teams, and consistently serves features for model training and
inference. (Del Balso, 2020).

Concerning training data, data is often, if not always, transformed in some ways before
inputting it into the machine learning model to improve the model performance – this
is called feature engineering. A common transformation for example is standard scaling,
where the features are transformed to have zero mean and unit variance. Especially in a
large organisation with data scientists working on multiple problems using the same data
can lead to duplicated work when they need to do similar feature engineering tasks on the
data. This can also lead to a lack of consistency in feature definitions (Orr et al., 2021).
Feature stores provide a centralised repository of reusable features that are accessible to all
data scientists, which reduces duplicate work. Raw data can be messy and especially if the
features are combined from multiple sources it can be difficult to tell what certain columns
actually mean. Feature stores include a data catalogue, or a central registry, where all
data scientists can find features with standardised definitions and metadata (Del Balso,
2020).

Concerning training and deploying models, feature stores often consist of online and of-
fline data storage for storing data for model training and inference. The offline storage
is for training the model, and the online storage is for serving features for the deployed
model. The deployed machine learning models need to be served features for their predic-
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tions, and for the real-time serving of features the same transformations need to be done
to new data as were done to the training data. Differences in the transformations can
cause training-serving skew – a difference in the performance of the model in training and
production (Bogner et al., 2021).

Concerning monitoring and maintaining models, feature stores can calculate metrics on the
features they serve, and help detect issues in the data. Feature stores can also be used to
track and monitor operational metrics by logging for example feature availability, capacity,
staleness, throughput, latency, error rates, etc. (Del Balso, 2020) The data might come
from multiple different integrated systems, and the more integrations there are the more
probable is that some of the integrations break. Monitoring the ingested data and features
can help discover these broken integrations. If the data or features change, for example
when a bug in data ingestion or transformation is found and fixed, it might be challenging
to communicate the changes to all the data scientists using the data. As a feature store
provides a centralised data catalogue as a single source of truth for the features, it makes
communicating these changes easier. Training-serving skew can be easily monitored by
comparing the features in the feature store’s online storage to the training features in the
offline storage.

Often there might be a need to analyse historical data. In feature stores, data can be
timestamped and versioned, so it is possible to analyse the model’s behaviour as it was, e.g.,
30 days ago. Versioning allows the user to create and store different versions of the data
and retrieve the different versions as needed. Versioning of code, data and environments,
and provenance information makes reproducing the execution of specific machine learning
pipelines possible – and also makes it possible to tell whether the current setup will provide
similar results to the original (Ormenisan et al., 2020).

Data lineage connects the features to the original data and tells us how the data has been
transformed to result in the features we have. If we are trying to explain the reasoning or
results of the machine learning model, the features themselves might not give good insight
– for example, a standardised value can be nothing like the original value and can seem
like nonsense to a human.

Existing tools make feature stores more accessible to organisations. It takes an organi-
sation with quite advanced data maturity to recognise or even have the need for feature
stores or other more advanced data infrastructure. Existing tools make it easier and less
expensive to adopt new practices and infrastructure for data.

In summary, the essential functionalities of a feature store are the transformation, storage,
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serving and monitoring of feature data for machine learning models. Consistent transfor-
mations for training and serving data help prevent performance differences in training
models and inference in production, and keeping track of the transformations helps under-
stand the features. Feature stores work as a registry for finding different features. Feature
definitions and other metadata help understand the features’ meanings and give visibility
to why the features were created and by whom. Feature stores also store the information
on which data sources the features are from, and help trace the features to correct data
sources when multiple data sources are combined to create sets of features. Versioning
the feature data gives visibility to models using modified versions of the features. Fea-
ture stores enable the monitoring of stored features to discover problems such as broken
integrations or training-serving skew.



3 Research method

In this thesis we tested two feature stores to explore how they can be used to help explain
the features used for machine learning models, as explaining the features can help with
any of the objectives of explainability: controlling, improving and justification of machine
learning models and their predictions. Based on Chapter 2 we chose seven functionalities
of feature stores to explore how they can help with explainability:

1. Feature definitions. How can we have more visibility into what the features stored
actually mean? (→ Storage)

2. Standardised metadata. When multiple teams are working together on the same
data, how can we ensure the features have all the necessary metadata available with
them? (→ Storage)

3. Tracking transformations. How can we find the original values of transformed
features? (→ Transformation)

4. Combining multiple data sources. How can we tell which data source is a feature
from when using multiple data sources for features? (→ Serving)

5. Tracking feature use. In the case of, e.g., sensitive data, how can we track which
models are using certain data? (→ Serving)

6. Feature versioning. When features are used across teams, how can we ensure the
correct version of the features is used? (→ Serving)

7. Data validation and monitoring. How can we validate and monitor the data, so
possible problems with it are noticed? (→ Monitoring)

The feature stores compared in this thesis are Feast (Feast, 2022) and Hopsworks (Logical
Clocks, 2022). We chose these feature stores because they are open source tools that are
readily available for anyone to use. Both support a number of different cloud platforms
for storing data, as well as on-premise storage. They also represent different approaches
to feature stores. Feast is a very lightweight stand-alone feature store, and the Hopsworks
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feature store is part of a larger MLOps platform. Feast and Hopsworks are introduced in
more detail in Chapter 4.

We carried out analysis as follows. We read the documentation of both tools to familiarise
ourselves with the tools, and to get an understanding of what the tools can be used for
and how. We installed Feast version 0.26.0 and Hopsworks version 3.0 on a laptop running
macOS 12.6 and tested them in practice.

We used two different datasets to test the feature stores: a dataset of spectral data on
stars (Ku, 2020), hereafter "Star dataset", and a time series dataset on environmental
sensor telemetry data (Stafford, 2020), hereafter "Sensor dataset". For the purposes of
this thesis, the data was stored locally as csv and parquet files. We divided the Sensor
dataset into two separate datasets to test combining datasets in the feature stores. Each
dataset had different sensor readings, as well as the timestamp of the reading and the
sensor name to use for combining the data later. Figure 3.1 shows a sample of the split
Sensor dataset.

Figure 3.1: Sample of the Sensor dataset split into two dataframes.

Testing Feast. Feast requires the features ingested to have timestamps, so we generated
dummy timestamps for each row in the Star dataset. When using a file as offline storage
instead of a data warehouse or data lake, Feast only supports parquet files, so the original
csv file was also converted to a parquet file.

We defined the features and feature views for the Star dataset and different feature services
for testing feature retrieval. We retrieved the feature data for training sets using the feature
services and saved them as datasets. We tested the data validation for historical features
with the data validation tool Great Expectations (Great Expectations, 2023) with simple
validation rules.

The Sensor dataset already had timestamps so generating them was not necessary, but
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we converted the original csv files to parquet. We defined feature views for both parts of
the Sensor dataset, and an entity based on the sensor name to be used for combining the
separate feature views into a single feature service.

Testing Hopsworks. We used the Hopsworks serverless platform for testing the feature
store, so we did not have to set up the infrastructure for the data. Hopsworks requires
feature groups to have a primary key, so those were added for the Star dataset since it had
no unique identifier for each star. We generated a sequence of integers for the primary
keys.

We created the feature group for the Star dataset and ingested the data from the csv file to
Hopsworks with the Hopsworks feature store Python API. We added a standard scaler as
a transformation for some of the features in the Star dataset and created training datasets
with the feature views and transformations in Hopsworks.

The Sensor dataset also needed a unique primary key for each of the samples, so we
generated a sequence of integers for the primary keys applied before the dataset was split
into two and ingested into Hopsworks. We ingested the Sensor dataset into two separate
feature groups and combined them into a single feature view.



4 Overview of the selected feature stores

For the comparison for this thesis, we chose two open source feature stores: Feast (Feast,
2022) and Hopsworks (Logical Clocks, 2022). The version and licence of the tools tested,
and platforms supported for hosting the tools and data are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Feature stores included in the comparison.

Feature store Feast Hopsworks
Version 0.26.0 3.0
Licence Apache License 2.0 AGPL-3.0
Supported platforms On-Prem, AWS, GCP,

Azure (alpha)
On-Prem, AWS, GCP,
Azure

URL https://feast.dev/ https://www.hopsworks.ai/

4.1 Feast

Figure 4.1: Features are ingested into Feast from stream or batch sources. Features are managed in
Feast, and served as online features for real-time inference as well as offline features for model training
and batch scoring. (Feast, 2022).

Feast is a minimal open source feature store. It was originally developed by Gojek and
Google Cloud to help maintain and serve features across multiple teams. Feast was open
sourced in 2018, and is now governed by The Linux Foundation (Sell and Pienaar, 2019).
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A Feast project defines a namespace that is isolated from other projects so that the user
can not retrieve features from multiple projects with a single call. It is recommended that
a single project and feature store is used for each environment – such as the development,
staging, and production environment (Feast, 2022). In a project, the user can define
feature views that contain the features. For example, the features in the Star dataset form
a single feature view. The features can relate to entities, for example, a single sensor that
has given multiple readings over a period of time, as seen in Figure 4.2. Entities are used
for retrieving features, by providing an entity key to fetch the features related to that
entity. Features have data sources that can be for example a parquet file or a table in a
database. For retrieving the features, feature services can be used to represent a group of
features from one or more feature views.

Figure 4.2: Features in Feast can relate to entities, such as an individual sensor in the sensor
dataset. (Adapted from Feast, 2022).

Feast is developed primarily to support timestamped tabular data, and it expects all
data to be timestamped. For data that does not have timestamps, they need to be
generated. Data can be ingested from batch or stream sources. Batch sources include data
warehouses and data lakes. Feast does not have native integrations for streaming sources,
but streaming data can be ingested either by pushing data into Feast or directly from
Kafka or Kinesis, although direct ingestion is still an experimental functionality.

The flow of the feature data in Feast is depicted in Figure 4.1. Feature data is ingested
from stream or batch sources and transformed. Feast manages the features and stores the
feature definitions. Features are served using the feature services, either as offline features
for model training and batch scoring – making a larger batch of inference on the data –
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or online features for real-time inference.

Feast configuration is written declaratively as code in a feature repository. The feature
repository consists of Python files containing the feature declarations, an infrastructural
configuration file for the project, and a .feastignore file if the feature repository needs to
ignore certain paths. The Feast CLI then uses the feature repository to configure, deploy,
and manage the feature store (Feast, 2022). Feast also has a web UI that allows users to
browse data sources, feature views, entities and feature services. The web UI is still an
experimental functionality of Feast.

4.2 Hopsworks

Figure 4.3: Features are ingested into Hopsworks as feature groups, stored in the Hopsworks feature
store, and served as feature views via either the offline or online API. (Logical Clocks, 2022).

The Hopsworks Feature Store was the first open source feature store developed, and it is
part of a larger MLOps platform. The feature store can be also used separately from the
more general MLOps platform. Hopsworks was first developed at KTH Royal Institute
of Technology as a part of a research platform and later by Logical Clocks, which was
founded by a group of researchers at KTH (Dowling, 2018).

The features in Hopsworks Feature Store are organised into feature groups that are tables
of features with a primary key and optionally a timestamp and partition key. The partition
key can be used to efficiently query features from the feature store and accessed via an
API (Logical Clocks, 2022).

The feature groups are stored either in an online or offline store. The online store only
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stores the latest values of the feature group, while the offline store stores the historical
data. Typically the online data is used for real-time serving for models, and offline data
for creating training data for models and making predictions in batches (Logical Clocks,
2022). Feature groups can be stored in Hopsworks or externally as external feature groups
that are accessed through a connector API.

Retrieving features in Hopsworks is done through feature views. A feature view consists
of features from one or more feature groups, and user-defined transformation functions
written in Python that are applied to individual features. Multiple feature groups can be
combined into a single feature view by querying the feature groups and joining the queries
on any join key specified. Hopsworks queries support inner, outer, left, and right joins.

Figure 4.3 presents an overview of the flow of the feature data in Hopsworks. Features are
ingested into feature groups and stored in the Hopsworks feature store. They are served
using the feature views as either offline features for model training and batch scoring or
online feature vectors for real-time inference.

4.3 Summary

Table 4.2 summarises the main differences between Feast and Hopsworks. Feast is a min-
imal, standalone feature store, and Hopsworks is a larger MLOps platform that includes
a feature store that can also be used separately. With Feast, all the feature data is stored
externally, and Feast provides a separate data layer for managing and serving feature data.
Hopsworks provides the infrastructure to store the feature data, although features can also
be stored externally.

Feast and Hopsworks have some differing requirements for the data – Feast requires the
data to be timestamped, whereas Hopsworks requires a unique primary key for each row of
the data. Combining the data is also approached differently in both of the feature stores.
In Feast, the features can relate to an entity that is then used to combine the features in
different feature views. In Hopsworks the feature data is fetched with queries that can be
combined with joins using any existing key.
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Table 4.2: A summary of the differences between Feast and Hopsworks.

Feast Hopsworks
Minimal standalone feature store MLOps platform with a feature store that

can also be used separately
Feature data stored externally Feature data stored internally or

externally
Requires feature data to be timestamped Requires feature data to have unique

primary keys
Features organised into feature views Features organised into feature groups
Feature services used for combining
multiple data sources and fetching
features

Feature views used for combining multiple
data sources and fetching features

Entities used for combining multiple
feature views into a single feature service

Joined queries used for combining
multiple feature groups into a single
feature view



5 Results

In this chapter, we present the results of testing Feast and Hopsworks, as described in
Chapter 3.

5.1 Feast

Feature definitions. Features are defined in Feast with a feature name, data type, and
optionally tags. The tags can be any key-value pairs of strings, so a description of the
feature can be included in them.

Example. Features extracted from the Star dataset includes the absolute magnitude of
a star. The feature is named Amag and a tag named description is added to it that
contains the feature description in the feature view, as shown in Figure 5.1.

Standardised metadata. Any metadata can be included in the tags, but their use is
not required in Feast, so in order to have standardised metadata across multiple teams
creating the features, they need to be agreed on or enforced some other way. Figure 5.1
shows the properties and tags of a feature shown in the Feast Web UI. The web UI is still
an experimental functionality of Feast.

Example. In the Sensor dataset, the metadata of the features includes the unit of the
sensor reading. For example, the temperature is recorded in Fahrenheit, and a custom tag
with the name unit can be added to the feature to indicate this.

Tracking transformations. Data transformation is done outside of Feast itself, so Feast
does not keep track of the transformations done to data automatically. The exception to
this is the still experimental on-demand feature views in Feast. On-demand feature views
include transformations that are computed locally on online and offline data.

Example. In the Star dataset, the absolute magnitude of a star is calculated using the
visual apparent magnitude and stellar parallax of the star, which are included in the
dataset. Since the transformations happen outside of Feast, the feature has been created
beforehand and the transformation needs to be tracked manually, for example in the
feature tags.

Combining multiple data sources. Feature services can be combined from multiple
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Figure 5.1: Feature properties and tags displayed in the Feast Web UI.

feature views and data sources, and for each feature in the feature service it is shown from
which feature view it originates. The feature views have information on what data source
the features are from. Figure 5.2 shows the view for a feature service in Feast Web UI,
including features from two different feature views.

Example. The split Sensor dataset was ingested into separate feature views sensor_data1

and sensor_data2, and grouped into a singe feature service sensor_data_service. The
Feast Web UI shows which features come from which feature views, as shown in Figure
5.2.

Tracking feature use. Feast’s feature services allow for tracking where features are
being used and by whom. They can also limit the features that can be retrieved from a
dataset. If a feature in a feature view is not defined in the feature service used to retrieve
data, it won’t be returned from the feature store. This can help track which features are
used in models, for example in a case where the data includes sensitive information.

Example. The feature service sensor_data_service for the sensor data pictured in Figure
5.2 has a tag named owner to indicate who created the feature service. Only the features
listed in the feature service can be retrieved, if the dataset had other features they cannot
be accessed through this feature service.

Feature versioning. Feast has no versioning. Separate versioning tools can be used with
Feast, but their use is not covered in this thesis.
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Figure 5.2: A feature service in Feast can be used to combine different data sources, track the usage of
features, and control which features can be retrieved from the feature store. Features from two different
feature views are combined in the pictured feature service.

Data validation and monitoring. Feast has experimental support for data validation
and quality monitoring using Great Expectations (Great Expectations, 2023). The support
is only for historical features, support for validating features when writing to and reading
from online storage is planned. Validating offline features needs an existing saved dataset
in Feast to use for reference for the Great Expectations expectation suite. Features are
validated when retrieving historical features. If the validation fails, an exception is raised
that contains details for the expectations that did not pass.

Example. In the Sensor dataset where we combined the split dataset into a single feature
service, we used Great Expectations to validate that the feature service had all the required
features from each part of the dataset. We created simple rules for the validation, and
a saved training set to use as a reference for Great Expectations to validate feature data
retrieved in the future.

5.2 Hopsworks

Feature definitions. Each feature has a name and a data type that can be declared in
code or inferred from the ingested data. Features are grouped into feature groups, and
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features and feature groups have optional descriptions.

Example. The Star dataset was ingested into Hopsworks and a name, data type, and
description were added to each feature. Figure 5.3 shows some of the features in a feature
group and their descriptions.

Standardised metadata. Feature groups can have custom tags and keywords, but
individual features do not. Tags need to have a tag schema defined, which tells what keys
and values are included in the tags.

Example. The Sensor dataset has metadata about the unit of each feature. Since the
individual features do not have custom tags, the information about the unit was added to
the feature description.

Figure 5.3: Feature definitions in Hopsworks include the name, data type and description of the feature.

Tracking transformations. Transformations can be applied to the data inside the
Hopsworks platform, and are tracked automatically. These transformations are only ap-
plied after fetching the features, so some heavier computations might be good to apply to
the features beforehand to save time. Hopsworks has some built-in transformation func-
tions, like the standard scaler, and custom transformation functions can also be written
in Python and applied to features.

Example. The feature values in the Star dataset were scaled with a built-in standard scaler
in Hopsworks. Figure 5.4 shows a list of features in a feature view, with the transformations
applied to them listed next to the feature name. The code for the transformations can be
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previewed and downloaded from Hopsworks, as shown in Figure 5.5. The transformations
cannot be used to combine multiple features into one, so the absolute magnitude of the
star is computed beforehand also in Hopsworks.

Figure 5.4: Transformations made in Hopsworks can be seen in the feature view list of features.

Figure 5.5: The transformation function used in Hopsworks can be previewed, copied, and downloaded.
Hopsworks has some built-in transformation functions like the standard scaler pictured, and you can also
add custom transformation functions written in Python.

Combining multiple data sources. Feature views are used to fetch data from Hopsworks.
Feature views can consist of features from multiple feature groups, including external fea-
ture groups. The feature group of origin is listed with the feature in the feature view.

Example. The Sensor dataset split into sensor_data_1 and sensor_data_2 was combined
into a single feature view sensor_data_fv in Hopsworks. The feature groups are listed
along with the features in the feature view in the Hopsworks UI, as seen in Figure 5.6.

Tracking feature use. Feature groups automatically keep track of which feature views
they are used in, as well as who created the feature view. In Hopsworks this information
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Figure 5.6: When combining multiple feature groups into a single feature view in Hopsworks, the feature
group is displayed along with the feature.

is called provenance and can be found in the UI under each feature group.

Example. We created multiple feature views for the Star dataset, and they can be seen
in Figure 5.7, which displays the provenance of the feature group star_data. Hopsworks
also displays the owner of a selected feature view and information on when the feature
view was last updated.

Feature versioning. Feature groups are versioned, and the user can specify which version
of the feature group is used in the feature view they create. Feature views and the
transformation functions for features are also versioned.

Example. We created additional versions of the feature groups from the Sensor dataset.
When retrieving the data via a feature view, the version of the feature group used is
defined so the correct version is used and the version used is not changed unexpectedly.

Data validation and monitoring. Hopsworks can automatically compute different
statistics of the features stored in the feature store. Some basic statistics are enabled
by default, and others can be enabled. By default, Hopsworks computes an approximate
count of the distinctive values and the completeness, as well as the minimum, maximum,
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Figure 5.7: Hopsworks shows the data provenance of feature groups – which feature views use features
from the feature group, and the creator of the feature view.

mean, standard deviation and the sum of each feature for numerical values. In addition,
exact statistics that are more expensive to compute can also be enabled: exact count
of distinctive values, entropy, uniqueness and distinctiveness of the value of a feature.
Hopsworks can also display a histogram of the distribution of the feature values, as well
as the correlation of the features.

Example. We enabled all the additional statistics for the star data in Hopsworks. Figure
5.8 shows the statistics and histogram of the absolute magnitude amag of the stars as
displayed in the Hopsworks dashboard, and Figure 5.9 shows the correlation matrix. The
correlation matrix also shows the precise correlation values of the absolute magnitude amag

and standard error of the parallax e_plx of the stars, and the absolute magnitude amag

and visual apparent magnitude vmag of the stars.

Data can also be validated using an external library. Hopsworks can be integrated with
the data validation tool Great Expectations as part of the feature pipeline. The validation
reports generated by Great Expectations can be stored in Hopsworks to have a validation
history for a feature group. Alerts to email or slack can also be configured for when data
ingestion succeeds, fails, or has warnings.

5.3 Comparison

Feast and Hopsworks have multiple similarities, but also differences. Table 5.1 summarises
the functionalities of Feast and Hopsworks with regard to the explainability-related con-
cerns listed in Chapter 3. Both Feast and Hopsworks have a similar concept of grouping
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Figure 5.8: Feature statistics in Hopsworks for a numerical feature, with all the statistics enabled. A
histogram of the distribution of feature values and the first rows of feature values are also shown.

related features. In Feast, they are called feature views, and in Hopsworks feature groups.
Hopsworks has a database of its own for storing the features and also supports external
feature groups where the data is stored outside of Hopsworks. Feast does not include a
database, instead, all the features are stored in external databases or files.

Feast’s feature services and Hopsworks’ feature views are also similar concepts, allowing for
combining features from different data sources and keeping track of where those features
are used and by whom.

In addition to Hopsworks being a part of a more general MLOps platform, the Hopsworks
feature store has more functionalities than the lightweight Feast. Feature transformations,
statistics and versioning are functionalities that the Hopsworks feature store offers, but
Feast does not. Feast’s free-form tags could be leveraged to store all kinds of metadata,
but they are not automatic nor is their use required. Feast is not designed to cater to
those needs, but other services could be used to complement Feast if needed.

Hopsworks offers more functionalities for improving the explainability of the data than
Feast on its own. Complementing services would need to be used with Feast to get similar
benefits for feature explainability.
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Figure 5.9: Enabling correlations for a feature group results in a correlation matrix for selected features.
Precise correlation values are shown for hand-picked correlations or by selecting list view for the feature
correlations.
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Table 5.1: Summary of the comparison of Feast and Hopsworks in relation to the questions presented
at the beginning of Chapter 3.

XAI concerns Feast Hopsworks
Feature definitions Features have a name, data

type, and tags defined.
Features have a name,
description, and data type
defined.

Standardised metadata Any pairs of key-value
strings as metadata for
features, feature views, and
feature services.

Feature groups have
custom tags and keywords,
individual features do not.

Tracking transformations Transformations not
tracked automatically.
Tags can be used to
manually store information
on them.

Transformations done
inside Hopsworks are
tracked automatically.

Combining multiple
sources

Feature services can
combine multiple feature
views.

Feature views can consist
of multiple feature groups.

Tracking feature use Feature services can be
used to track where
features are used.

Feature views are used to
fetch data, and they are
tracked in the feature
group, as well as who
created the feature view.

Feature versioning No versioning in Feast
itself.

Feature groups and
transformations are
versioned.

Data validation and
monitoring

Experimental support for
Great Expectations for
data validation and quality
monitoring. Only for
offline features.

Basic statistics by default.
Feature distribution,
feature correlations, and
more exact statistics can
be enabled. Supports
Great Expectations for
data validation.



6 Discussion

In this thesis, we aimed to find out how feature stores can be used in explaining the features
used by machine learning models, and how we can use existing tools to achieve this. We
formulated the research question: how can feature stores help explain the features used
for machine learning models?

In order to synthesise the characteristics that make a feature store, and how they help
with understanding the data, we reviewed literature on feature stores and documentation
of different existing feature stores. The feature store is used to transform the data into
features, store and manage the features, and serve the features for model training and
inference. It is noteworthy, that feature stores are still a relatively new subject: Google
Scholar gives about 900 hits for the query "feature store", ACM Digital Library 53, IEEE
Xplore 5, Scopus 37, and Web of Science 11.

Feature stores can support different explainability methods by connecting the features used
by machine learning models to the original data. For example, methods like LIME (Ribeiro
et al., 2016) discover the features that were important for a particular prediction, and fea-
ture stores can be used to give insight into those features. When explaining for discovery,
machine learning models might find new patterns in the features they use for inference,
and feature stores can then connect the transformed features to the original data. When
explaining for control, feature stores can help by enabling the monitoring of features and
data. When using XAI to improve machine learning models, feature stores can help with
feature selection by making it easier to find relevant features and by showing statistics on,
e.g., the correlation of different feature values.

We compared two different feature stores from an explainability point of view and found
that they have significant differences. Despite their differences, the compared feature
stores also had much in common, and both were useful for explaining the features.

We limited the comparison of existing feature stores to two open source platforms. How-
ever, there are a number of existing tools that were excluded from the comparison to limit
the scope of this thesis project and to keep the focus on open source tools. Some notable
feature stores excluded from this comparison are Google’s Vertex AI Feature Store (Google,
2023), Amazon SageMaker Feature Store (AWS, 2023), and Tecton Feature Platform (Tec-
ton, 2023). The other feature stores might have different approaches and functionalities
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than the ones included in the comparison, so they cannot be generalised directly to other
feature stores. However, there are some common characteristics that make up a feature
store, detailed in Section 2.2, that most of these tools should share.

Feature stores can be especially helpful for organisations with a higher machine learning
maturity. Pipeline-centric organisations that have multiple machine learning models using
the same data can benefit greatly from using a feature store to share and document
features. Organisations focusing on collecting data or developing their first model might
not benefit as much, but using a lightweight feature store might be a good choice when
creating the data architecture. With sensitive data or applications that have a considerable
societal impact – cases when it is important to really understand the data and features used
by the machine learning models – feature stores give important insight into the features
used.

Feast is meant to be a very minimal feature store, and it primarily supports timestamped
structured data. Some of the functionalities of Feast tested in this thesis project were
still experimental and might change as Feast is further developed. The experimental func-
tionalities of Feast included in this thesis are the web UI, saved datasets, data validation,
on-demand transformations, and direct data ingestion from streaming sources. If the user
mainly needs a simple solution for storing and serving timestamped structured data and
is willing to use complementing tools for, e.g., versioning, Feast might be a good choice.
Hopsworks is not as lightweight a tool but offers more functionalities for example ver-
sioning the feature data, keeping track of transformations, and automatically computing
statistics of the features. Hopsworks is also a part of the bigger MLOps platform, where the
machine learning models can be managed as well as the feature data they use. Altogether
Hopsworks seems a more complete and stable tool.

Further research on feature stores could include comparing other existing feature stores
as well as combining Feast with other tools for transforming, monitoring, and versioning
data could be tested and compared to tools like Hopsworks. There could also be further
research into how to efficiently utilise Feast’s highly customisable tags for standardised
feature metadata across different teams using the same data. In this thesis project, we
only tested the feature stores as stand-alone tools. Feature stores are only one part of an
MLOps pipeline, and integrating them into a more extensive MLOps pipeline to develop
machine learning systems would give us a better understanding of the feature stores’
benefits.



7 Conclusions

Feature stores provide tools to help discover and explain features for machine learning
models. They provide definitions for features and can be used to attach standardised
metadata for understanding the features better. Explanation of the features can help us
understand the decisions made by the models, and as a part of an MLOps pipeline give
us insight into maintaining and further developing them. Using feature stores can be
especially beneficial for organisations with high machine learning maturity, sensitive data,
or machine learning models with applications that have a societal impact.

We compared two open source feature stores, Feast and Hopsworks, to explore how they
can be used to help explain features used by machine learning models. The feature stores
can help understand where the features come from and how they have been transformed
– although there were differences in the compared feature stores Hopsworks and Feast.
Hopsworks offers more tools for explaining and governing the data and features than
Feast, which is more focused on being a lightweight tool for managing and serving features
consistently to machine learning models. On the other hand, Feast’s custom tags for
features can be used to save any kind of metadata to features, whereas Hopsworks’ feature
definitions are more rigid – only the name, description, and data type are defined in
addition to automatically keeping track of transformations done inside of Hopsworks. Feast
was recommended if the user needs a simple solution for managing and serving features,
and is willing to use complementing services and conventions for things like versioning and
tracking transformations. If the user needs a full solution for a feature store, and possibly
also a platform for managing machine learning models, Hopsworks is a better choice.
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